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Decentralized Finance or popularly known as DeFi is a crypto technology that aims to disrupt the 

financial system currently in place by giving the public new solutions on a public blockchain. They are in 

the market to reshape the existing financial system run by centralization and allow people to interact in a 

secure and decentralized zone. The system provides a solution to the issue of trust people have with 

these systems as they take the issue of trust out of the people’s hands and places it in a code which it 

uses to run its total security. With its use of blockchain technology, they have been able to eliminate 

single points of failure by recording them immediately why spreading them across thousands of nodes. 

with this new development, expect a new era in the financial industry. However, this new crypto coin has 

its challenges which we would examine and try to proffer a solution to its challenge.

A decentralized exchange (DEX) is a cryptocurrency exchange that operates without the involvement of a 

central authority or third party. As a result, a user retains full control of their funds stored or traded on 

DEXs, which offer a higher degree of security than centralized exchanges (CEXs). Decentralized 

exchanges rest on the Ethereum blockchain and require Ethereum smart contracts to operate. On the 

other hand, centralized exchanges are run by a third party, which collects trading fees. 

A DEX provides agents with the opportunity to exchange one asset for another without a centralized 

third-party responsible for overseeing the trading activity. The cryptocurrency space has been dominated 

by centralized exchanges in the past, many of whom, such as Mt. Gox, met with disastrous downfalls and 

losses that have, if anything, only strengthened the resolve to make DEXs work.

CEXs do not sit entirely on the blockchain. Because CEXs are not on the blockchain, they are faster and it 

is possible to transact fiat as well as crypto

CEX, DEX

What Is a Decentralized Exchange (DEX)?

With DEX, the situation gradually changes, giving more users access to instant trading and crypto 

acquisition. With their help, direct transactions between the seller and the buyer become possible, 

eliminating the need for third-party involvement. Thus, blockchain-based DEX platforms are the future of 

the crypto industry, giving users complete control over their assets.

With the introduction and commonplace adoption of cryptocurrency, users have started enjoying much 

more hassle-free transactions without verification or lengthy KYC procedures. All customers need to do 

to get or sell some crypto goes through a simple sign-up process without the trouble of proving their 

identity, the source of their funds, etc. DEX has simplified even this by removing the sign-up process from 

the crypto trading sector. Now the customer can trade customers' assets directly from customers' 

wallets, complete transactions in a couple of clicks, and enjoy total anonymity and safety.

Users worldwide are becoming increasingly digital in their operations, ranging from holding money in 

banks to opting for safe, instant crypto trading solutions. DEX platforms thus revolutionize the trading 

space because exchanges have traditionally been pivotal to the crypto sector, allowing users to complete 

transactions, trade their belongings, sell and buy them instantly, and win some gains on the rate 

changes. However, even in such a decentralized and deregulated sphere as crypto, large, centralized 

players have dominated the field, determining price rates and moving markets with large-volume orders. 

Decentralized exchanges or DEXs are autonomous decentralized applications (DApps) that allow 

cryptocurrency buyers or sellers to trade without having to give up control over their funds to any 

intermediary or custodian. 

This type of infrastructure is entirely different from centralized exchanges where users hand over their 

crypto assets to the exchange, which acts as a custodian and essentially issues IOUs for users to trade 

with on the platform

Decentralized exchanges are dApps that allow anyone to trade their crypto to do so peer-to-peer without 

depositing their funds to the exchange. DEXs offer an entirely different model of trading based on smart 

contract execution. 

 

There are three main types of DEXs: on-chain and off-chain order books and automated market makers.  

 

On-chain order books mean that everything happens and is recorded on a blockchain. That’s why these 

DEXs depend on nodes that keep the record of the orders and rely on miners confirming transactions.  

 

Off-chain order books are not entirely decentralized as the transaction records are hosted via a 

centralized entity. 0x protocol is a classic example of the off-chain order book DEXs that uses relayers for 

dealing with the orders. This model suggests that all the matching happens off-chain, and the only 

action executed on-chain is the finalization of a transaction.  

 

Automated market makers started trending in 2020 following the DeFi hype. They move away from the 

concept of order books whatsoever and use an algorithmic approach instead. Powered by smart 

contracts, AMMs create liquidity pools and process the trades automatically according to a predefined 

set of parameters. A lot of popular DEXs, including Uniswap, SushiSwap, and Bancor, use the AMM model. 

A more traditional exchange platform, centralized exchange (CEX), requires user identification and urges 

crypto holders to place their assets on the in-house accounts to sell or exchange them. Thus, even with 

the privacy and decentralization features of crypto maintained, the users cannot enjoy complete 

anonymity and flexibility in operations with their coins. All CEXs are owned by particular companies or 

people who still charge some commission for the transactions. Thus, users get the benefits of large trade 

volumes and user-friendliness but need to forgo privacy to some extent and store their funds on the 

external website’s system, which increases the risk of hacking.  

 

Decentralized exchanges (DEX) have emerged as a solution to the undesirable centralization of crypto 

trading and the users’ desire to hold their crypto assets on their own wallets and preserve full control of 

their crypto property instead of passing them to an external exchange. However, DEXs also come with 

cons, such as lower transaction speed and a less user-friendly interface, which is a natural outcome of 

their “self-service” model. Besides, DEXs do not offer the trade volume you can observe at CEXs because 

of the lower large-scale player presence. 

Decentralized Exchange CEX, DEX, and  DEX Aggregator 

There are various types of DEXs, that can be divided into these categories:  

 . On-Chain Order Books 

In a DEX that uses on-chain order books, there are network nodes that are assigned to maintain the 

record of all orders. It also requires the operation of miners to confirm each transaction. 

 

. Off-Chain Order Books 

As opposed to on-chain order books, records of transactions in off-chain order books are hosted in a 

centralized entity. They utilize “relayers” to help manage these order books. In this respect, off-chain order 

book DEXs are only quasi-decentralized, unlike other types of DEXs.

Trading on decentralized exchanges can be expensive, especially if network transaction fees are high 

when the trades are executed. Nevertheless, there are numerous advantages of using DEX platforms.

DEXs were initially conceptualized to eliminate the need for any authority to supervise and approve 

trades made within a particular exchange. Through the help of smart contracts, DEXs operate automated 

order books (or automated market makers) and trades. This makes them “truly peer-to-peer.”

Transaction system: With all the success of DeFi, it still runs its transaction on the Ethereum blockchain. 

Each of these transactions costs a certain amount of Ethereum (ETH) for the transaction to be recorded 

on the blockchain. With the increase in the popularity of DeFi, the cost of the transaction will strongly 

increase depending on the current usage of the blockchain. 

 

Scalability: DeFi is currently running into a wall it could avoid with its scalability issue. Since blockchain 

requires every transaction to be registered on the blockchain, not being registered on any blockchain 

would limit the number of transactions a user can make at a time. However, being on the Ethereum 

network can guarantee the security of the network’s transaction, it comes at a cost. 

 

What DeFi lacks is the ability to allow cross-chain transfers of data or assets. Take for example F- Finance, 

a brand that allows cross-chain but operates on Polkadot, a different blockchain. F - finance has allowed 

seamless communication on their platform and that has solved the issues of scalability. As DeFi lacks 

interoperability which is important to a majority of users because of the access it guarantees, they need 

to activate such options with their service. 

 

Complexity 

Complexity is another issue DeFi is facing and this issue is also tackled. The goal of any digital financial 

system is to provide a scattered application that can be used by everyone to borrow and to lend without 

much complexity. To solve this issue, the solution is for DeFi to reduce the cost of getting involved with 

this software. 

The base-layer blockchain system enables participants to securely store, exchange, and modify asset 

ownership information, replacing the execution and settlement layer of conventional financial services. It 

also allows for the creation of digital assets in various forms, which are then incorporated into DeFi 

applications. Additional layers of applications may function as aggregators, allowing users to shift among 

DeFi services, such as choosing an exchange based on real-time market factors.

DEXs have emerged as a solution to excessive control and lack of decentralization that users observed 

at CEXs. Though many CEXs remain globally popular, with millions of users coming to them for added 

oversight and protection, most crypto owners want more privacy and decentralization in their 

operations with assets. DEXs offer a greater degree of decentralization, but because they are only 

emerging on the blockchain market, there are small liquidity pools on each of them. So, a holder of a 

substantial sum in crypto assets or the one wishing to buy lots of coins or tokens can move the price 

considerably or simply be unable to complete the transaction. Thus, pooling several DEXs into one 

aggregator creates the conditions for better liquidity, thus ensuring that operations occur without 

liquidity restrictions. 

An aspect related to low liquidity is that of slippage. The latter means that you move the price 

significantly upward or downward once you want to conduct some large-scale operation. Thus, as a 

result of your transactions, you end up buying or selling assets at a price significantly different from 

the one you planned. With better liquidity, the price slippage is minimal as even large-scale orders 

rarely cause dramatic price changes at once. 

Again, DEXs are much better than CEXs in terms of privacy and confidentiality. Users don’t store their 

assets in the on-site wallets, thus retaining full control over their possessions and not risking losing 

everything as a result of a hacker attack. 

Traders conducting operations within one platform are usually limited by the terms present there. So, 

they mostly need to agree to the current prices rather than go through the hurdles of registering on 

other platforms. With an aggregator, you always have access to the best price offers on multiple DEXs, 

choosing where to trade at any given moment and getting the best prices

Even though DeFi offers one of the best systems in the world right now they still have room for 

improvement which will be important to their growth and adoption. There is a huge potential to 

prosper systems. Whatever solutions that will help this system ease the effect of the impending 

economic crisis will be important.

NFT marketplaces in the ecosystem 

Cryptocurrencies are issued and exist on a public database maintained by whatis commonly referred 

to as a blockchain. The database is distributed across computers that are running blockchain software. 

No single entity owns or controls the database, and anyone can access the database, prove ownership, 

and transfer cryptocurrency via the private keys associated with their crypto wallet. 

 

Like cryptocurrencies, NFTs are issued on a blockchain and are used to designate ownership of a 

certain asset. Each NFT is tied to some unique data, typically a digital content file of some kind (or 

reference thereto) and governed by a “smart contract”. 

The process of converting a media file into a non-fungible token is referred to as “minting” an NFT, 

and, just like cryptocurrency, the NFT is written to the applicable blockchain database. 

A DEX aggregator’s main task is to offer a user better swap rates than any specific DEX can offer and to 

do that in the shortest possible time. Other major tasks are protecting users from price impact and 

reducing the probability of failed transactions.

‘We use the powerful algorithm in market depths’ 

A market depth, or depth of market, is a measure of supply and demand for liquid assets, such as 

cryptocurrencies, based on the number of open buys and sell orders.

The space versatility - scalability 

 forbitspace use powerful algorithm Spaceflight was designed as a very versatile that could support 

various protocols and support blockchains other than Ethereum.

DEX aggregators allow crypto traders to benefit from different connected decentralized exchanges 

in a single interface. Instead of going to DEXs separately to check liquidity and trade price impact, 

traders can access the liquidity pools of many decentralized exchanges from one website. 

 

The forbitspace’s DEX aggregators source liquidity from different DEXs & thus offer users better 

token swap rates than they could get on any single DEX. Aggregators can optimize slippage, swap 

fees & token prices which leads to better rates for traders. 

Using a DEX aggregator, however, is not only ideal for traders, as they get the best price, it’s also great 

for the project behind a token, as a sell order is always routed to the best liquidity pool with the 

lowest price impact, saving the trader fees to buy more of a token. 

FBS is the native utility token of the platform and is used in the following functions:

• Protocol Governance: The FBS token holders can submit and vote on network governance proposals in 

futures protocol, exchange parameters, and protocol upgrades via a DAO structure.

• Liquidity mining Incentives:  forbitspace’s protocols multi-chain incorporates a liquidity mining 

scheme and distributes a fixed number of FBS tokens daily weighted by the liquidity each network 

participant provides on forbitspace protocol or forbitswap protocol. 

 

• Protocol Incentivization: Users can earn FBS tokens as rewards based on their trading volume on the 

FBS platform. 

 

• Staking: Users can stake FBS tokens to the Safety Module to earn staking rewards in FBS tokens. Note 

that staked FBS will balance by the following time.  

 

• Collateral Backing for Derivatives: FBS  will be utilized as an alternative to stablecoins as margin and 

collateral for forbitspace’s derivatives markets. In some futures markets, FBS can also be used for 

collateral backing or insurance pool staking where stakes can earn interest on their locked tokens. 

 

• Platform Service Fees: After the relayer reward distribution, the exchange platform fee will undergo an 

on-chain buy-back-and-burn event to accrue value for FBS 

 

• Utility holders: FBS token holders can be participating in an auction with options such as Crowdsale, 

Dutch & Batch auction platform Flyby IDO  launchpad multi-chain, and NFTs Space.

In a decentralized economy such as this, it’s still important to centralize some aspects of DeFi for the 

sake of efficiency.  

 

While DeFi has certainly helped bring millions of new users to the cryptocurrency market, there are still 

users who are intimidated by the sheer number of protocols to choose from and industry-specific lingo. 

As a result, many crypto enthusiasts prefer to simply hold cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin (BTC) in a wallet 

without putting it to better use. With the advent of forbitspcae Dex aggregators, new entries to the 

industry can benefit from DeFi without having to understand the technical complexities of trading, 

coding, blockchain, etc.  

  

forbitspace Dex aggregators an aggregator gives power to these new users and helps them make 

better trading decisions bring together the best of both worlds of centralized organization strategies 

and decentralized finance protocols to create an important tool in this new, exciting industry. 

Although centralized exchanges (CEXs) currently dominate cryptocurrency trading activity, decentralized 

exchanges (DEXs) are growing in popularity. DEXs facilitate peer-to-peer trading by relying on automated 

smart contracts to execute trades without an intermediary. However, not all DEXs employ the same 

underlying infrastructure. While some retain conventional order book models, others use emergent 

liquidity protocols. In addition to exchange and liquidity protocols.

fobitswap  

The next step forward for the AMM DEX. 
 

As an integral part of the decentralized finance 

(DeFi) ecosystem, decentralized exchanges (DEX) with automated 

market maker (AMM) protocols have gained massive traction 

with the recently revived interest in blockchain and distributed 

ledger technology (DLT) in general. Instead of matching the 

buy and sell sides, AMMs employ a peer-to-pool method and 

determine asset price algorithmically through a so-called conservation function. To facilitate the 

improvement and development of AMM-based DEX, we create the first systematization of knowledge in 

this area. We first establish a general AMM 

framework describing the economics and formalizing the system’s 

state-space representation. We then employ our framework to 

systematically compare the top AMM protocols’ mechanics, 

illustrating their conservation functions, as well as slippage and 

divergence loss functions. We further discuss security and privacy 

concerns, how they are enabled by AMM-based DEX’s inherent 

properties, and explore mitigating solutions. Finally, we conduct 

a comprehensive literature review on related work covering both 

DeFi and conventional market microstructure. Index Terms—Decentralized Finance, decentralized 

exchange, automated market maker, blockchain, Ethereum 

 

The rise of Ethereum and other blockchains that support smart contracts has led to the creation of 

decentralized exchanges (DEXs), such as Uniswap, Balancer, Curve, mStable, and SushiSwap, which 

enable agents to trade cryptocurrencies without trusting a centralized authority. While traditional 

exchanges use to order books to match and execute trades, DEXs are typically organized as constant 

function market makers (CFMMs). CFMMs accept and reject proposed trades based on the evaluation of 

a function that depends on the proposed trade and the current reserves of the DEX. For trades that 

involve only two assets, CFMMs are easy to understand, via two functions that give the quantity of one 

asset that must be tendered to receive a given quantity of the other, and vice versa. When more than 

two assets are being exchanged, it is harder to understand the landscape of possible trades. We observe 

that various problems of choosing a multi-asset trade can be formulated as convex optimization 

problems, and can therefore be reliably and efficiently solved. 

 

fobitswap is a capital-efficient AMM that combines the liquidity on Ethereum blockchain and Binance 

smart chain with the scalability of a Layer 2 platform deployed on the Polygon Network, Avalanche. and 

Arbitrum. and will soon be functional on other blockchains including ,  Solana, and more blockchains. 

fobitswap will also work to provide a comprehensive platform for social tokens and NFTs. 

 

• Swap 

• Staking 

• Liquidity mining.  

• NFTs space marketplace. 

• flyby IDO platform Launching multiple chains.

forbitspace’s are building new aggregation tools to address the disjointed liquidity that’s inherent in 

decentralized exchanges. 

The forbitspace displays the potential for simple, user-friendly platforms that rely on liquidity protocols 

rather than order books. As the DEX market matures, the proliferation of new protocols of our and 

supporting mechanisms will likely accelerate decentralized exchange evolution.

The  

• Aggregation Protocol

• Liquidity Protocol

• Limit Order Protocol

• Derivative protocol

• self-custody 

USDT

USDT

UniswapV2 36.66%

Sushiswap 27.76%

UniswapV3 27.78%

UniswapV3 100%

DAI

UniswapV2 34.53%

Sushiswap 66.47%

UniswapV2 6.9%

UniswapV3 34.48%

UniswapV3 59.53%

DODOV2 100%

USDT

USDC

Multi Chain Trading Protocol

Layer 2 platform

NFTs space marketplace

flyby IDO platform Launching

forbitswap

Ecosystem

forbitspace DEX super aggregator

DEX aggregator - Ethereum

DEX aggregator - Polygon

DEX aggregator - Avalanche

DEX aggregator - BNB Chain

baroda@forbitspace.com stella@forbitspace.commenard@forbitspace.com

FBS Tokens allocation

Derivative Protocol

forbitWallet

Crypto space quickly matured to the 
trading of thousands of new assets and 
the adoption of new use cases, including 
DeFi, non-fungible tokens (NFT), smart 
contracts, decentralized autonomous 
organizations (DAOs), and more 
blockchains apps 
 forbitwallet apps are built on 
decentralized crypto for customers to do 
self-custody of their crypto and Buy, store, 
send and swap tokens in the forbitwallet 
apps.

Limit Order Protocol
A limit order places a specific price that a 
trader wants to buy or sell at and is only 
executed if the market hits that price.

Whereas market orders are executed 
immediately, limit orders are executed at 
a predefined price, which is generally 
better than the current market price.

Crypto derivatives trading is on the rise today. The 
futures and options allow the tradersto hedge their 
positions and mitigate their risks during highly 
volatile trading days. Synthetic assets on 
decentralized trading platforms are fetching good 
trade volume 

With forbitspace. The decentralized protocol that empowering traders to provide liquidity to pools  

and collect extra rewards in FBS tokens for participating in liquidity mining programs.

• NFT marketplace. Create, sell or collect digital items secured with blockchain. NFT stands for non-

fungible tokens like ERC-721 (a smart contract standard) tokens which are hosted on Ethereum’s own 

blockchain.

A limit order places a specific price that a trader wants to buy or sell at and is only executed if the 

market hits that price. 

Whereas market orders are executed immediately, limit orders are executed at a predefined price, 

which is generally better than the current market price.

NFTspace our platforms facilitate the creation, buying, and selling of non-fungible tokens (NFTs). NFT 

platforms enable artists and creators to mint NFTs and sell them on an NFT marketplace to buyers who 

want to own a non-fungible token on the blockchain

DEX aggregators source liquidity from different DEXs and thus offer users better token swap rates than 

they could get on any single DEX. DEX aggregators have the ability to optimize slippage, swap fees and 

token prices which, when done right, offer a better rate for users.

Our vision. forbitspace sees crypto quickly mature to the trading of thousands of new assets and the 

adoption of new use cases, including DeFi, non-fungible tokens (NFT), smart contracts, decentralized 

autonomous organizations (DAOs), and more. 

Our app is built on decentralized crypto for customers to do self-custody of their crypto in the main 

forbitspace app.

forbitspace derivatives protocol is used to create custom assets by using forward-looking features of 

locking the price in and the ability to either buy or sell an asset. forbitspace use a contract that 

represents an asset bought or sold at a future date for a future price, synthetics are the very underlying 

asset representative of other assets.

The forbitspace DEX super aggregator is an interoperability protocol that connects disparate 

blockchains. that unites decentralized applications across disparate blockchains, simultaneously uniting 

liquidity across chains and making it possible to transact in, out, and across disparate networks with 

ease.

• NFTs are unique digital items such as collectibles or artworks or game items. As an artist, by tokenizing 

your work you both ensure that it is unique and brand it as your work.

• Marketplaces: These are broad marketplaces where anyone can create and sell NFTs. These platforms 

require cryptocurrencies to buy and sell NFTs. These platforms are ‘non-custodial, so consumers must 

hold and store the assets themselves.

The forbitspace 
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The Decentralized Exchange Super Aggregator

60%

22%

18%

100%

 Trader

Aggregation Protocol

Algorithm Spaceflight

Smart Order Routing

The Decentralized Exchange Super Aggregator
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9,999,999,999 FBS
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• forbitswap  

  • Launch forbitswap protocol 

  • Launch Layer live Polygon 

  • Integration  

  • NFTs Space 

•  forbitspace - The DEX Super Aggregator 

          • Launch Space Limit Order Protocol  

          • Launch Space DAO 

          • Space Pioneering governance 

          • Space Protocol Governance 

          • Space Cross-chain DEX 

   

  forbitswap - AMM Protocol 

         • Launch AMM Protocol Protocol 

                 • Ethereum Mainnet 

                 • BNB Chain 

                 • Polygon  

                 • Avalanche  

                 • Arbitrum  Mainnet 

         • Launch NFTspace  

                 • Ethereum Mainnet 

                 • BNB Chain 

                 • Polygon  

                 • Avalanche  

                 • Arbitrum Mainnet 

         • Launch flyby IDO Launchpad 

• DeFi applications approach 

• Final Concept  

• Refined UI- UX 

• Development and testing on forbitlabs.com

• forbitspace  - The DEX Super Aggregator 

  • Launch Space Aggregation Protocol 

               Ethereum Mainnet 

               BNB Chain 

               Polygon  

               Avalanche  

               Arbitrum Mainnet 

        • Release forbitspace (FBS) tokens 

               Space Liquidity Protocol. 

Explore scalable solutions forbitswap Protocol

   forbitspace  - The DEX Super Aggregator 

     • Improve explore scaling solutions forbitspace 

     • Neutral and powerful DEX 

     • Launch leveraged trading on forbitspace 

     • Launch Limit Order Protocol 

   forbitswap  

     • Space Metaverse  

     • Launch leveraged trading on forbitspace

• forbitspace  - The DEX Super Aggregator 

• forbitswap  

   • Cross-chain Bridge Space 

   • Multi-Chain Wallet Space  

   • Scalable node infrastructure 

   • NFTs Space Aggregator    

• forbitspace  - The DEX Super Aggregator 

• forbitswap  

   • Self-Custody (Non-Custodial)  

   • Entertaiment Space Metaverse  

   • Integration Game Space Metaverse

• Research the future of Defi  

• Approaches needed innovation 

• Strategic planning

Uniswap

Curve

Curve

SushiSwap

SushiSwap

PancakeSwap

BakerySwap

DODO

ApeSwap

QuickSwap

Bancor

Balancer

Uniswap v3Curve

Balancer v2

LydiaFinance

Pangolin

YetiSwap

Key metrics

• Token type: Utility, Governance.

• Max Supply: 9,999,999,999 FBS.

Ticker Utility, Governance and multi-chain FBS

Total Token Supply 9.999.999.999

6.799.999.999   

2.200.000.000   

999.999.999,9

ERC20

BEP20

Solana

100%

68%

22%

10%

Uniswap  68%

Curve  12%

SushiSwap  12%

Bancor  2%

Balancer  6%

 Trader

Aggregation 

Order Routing

PancakeSwap  58%

BakerySwap  12%

DODO 18%

ApeSwap 12%

Curve  18%

SushiSwap  68%

QuickSwap  22%

Pangolin  18%

LydiaFinance 68%

YetiSwap  22%

Contract:
• ERC20:   
https://etherscan.io/token/0xa953736904e23fafb42e353d4122420899999999 
 
• Bep20: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0xA953736904e23Fafb42e353D4122420899999999 
  
• SLP: 
https://solanabeach.io/address/Hwv5ecNoHv5kNnQ2ungWN6PSq1pMq89McysSQtiELTTH

56,0% to forbitspace Community member



10,0% Network growth funds



9,0% Early Backers 5-year vesting



6,0% Backers 5-year vesting



8,0% Core contributors and future employees with a 5-year vesting



3,0% Small backers 5-year vesting



5,0% Strategic Sale IDO, IEO



3,0% Advisor with a 5-year vesting



A perpetual inflation rate of 3% per year will start after 5 years, ensuring continued participation and 
contribution to the forbitspace protocol and ecosystem at the expense of passive FBS holders

contacts@forbitspace.com


